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Abstract: The research regards the diagnostic data of the patients’ disease as the mining data 

source. Each diagnostic data includes patients’ symptom and sickness. The paper regards a 

certain patient as the mining target, considering the symptom weighted situation, using the 

clustering method in the data mining to dig the tendency of patients’ disease.  

In addition, the paper combines a group center formed by the patients’ symptom and designs 

a symptom weighted clustering method to satisfy the diagnostic data of minimal symptom 

similarity which belongs to the clustering. Later, the disease item whose number is the 

maximum can be found out in the clustering and the tendency of patients’ sickness.  

The methods proposed in the paper design and build a diagnostic system of patients’ sickness. 

The mining results of system can offer some useful referent information for those people check 

the sickness tendency of patients’ disease or those medical staff whose clinical experience is 

not enough confirms the disease diagnosis.  

 

Keywords: Data mining, Clustering, Symptom weighted, Disease.  

 

Introduction 
With the development of information and technology, the diagnostic data of the patients stored 

in the hospital has been changed from the traditional paper records into electronic medical 

records. According to the description of the Computer-based Patient Record Institute (CPRI), 

In regard to a human’s lifelong healthy state and the electronic information of medical care, the 

electronic medical record will replace the paper record. This way can conform to the clinic 

application, the public administration, the medical education, the research investigation and 

other legally needed mainly medical data source. The relevance between the external symptoms 

and diseases can be found as the reference information of the medical diagnosis from the past 

patients’ diagnostic data. In addition, it can improve the accuracy and efficiency of the medical 

diagnosis, reducing the delay of the procedure of diagnosing the disease and is the main research 

topic in the field of applying the diagnostic data. 

 

The data mining is to dig the potential useful information and knowledge from a number of data 

and is regarded as the referent information of the decision analysis. The data mining has been 

applied in many fields [7]. The research regards the patients’ diagnostic data as the mining data 

source, and each diagnostic data records the symptoms and diseases of the patients.  

The patient’s symptom is as the mining target and the clustering is used to analyze that those 

symptoms and the diseases have the highest relevance. In this way, the patients’ symptoms can 

be mined that they may have the tendency of the diseases. For example, the patients’ symptoms 

include chest discomfort, chest distress, chest heavy, chest pain and others; they may suffer 

from the cardiovascular disease. The paper regards a patient’s symptom as the mining target 
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and makes the sunset of the symptom be the cluster’s central point. Considering the situation 

of the symptom weighted, a clustering is designed to adjust the symptom similarity between the 

diagnostic data and the central points. It can also satisfy the diagnostic data of minimal symptom 

similarity which belongs to the clustering and find out the tendency of suffering from the 

disease changing from the patients’ symptoms. The diagnostic data of a medical center in the 

south is as an example; the disease diagnostic system of a patient is designed and built. The 

mining results can offer some useful guiding information for the tendency of patients’ sickness 

and can provide some useful efficiency of receiving the disease treatment. 

 

The relevant research 
The data mining can find out some potentially useful information and knowledge from a number 

of data, it can finish the following tasks: association rules, clustering, classification, sequential 

pattern analysis, forecasting and others [3, 15]. The application information technology in the 

medical field can develop medical informatics, and its purpose is to build the medical 

knowledge and find out the medical guidance of all diseases with the support of the information 

technology, regarding the diseases as the center and the medical problems as the oriented 

diagnostic models. If the information technology can be effectively used in the disease 

diagnosis, the relevance between the disease symptoms and possible diseases can be analyzed 

so that it can offer great help to the treatment of the disease and the prevention of the diseases. 

 

Many researches have shown that the data mining can be effectively applied in the medical 

diagnosis, and its relevant researches are as follows: Ye et al. [14] take the insomnia and the 

cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases as an example, the concurrence and the causal 

relation among the diseases can be analyzed with the use of data mining. Vani and Shimabukuro 

[13] regard the standard health data as the source of the system data with the use of the data 

mining technology. It can develop a special data mining system in the medical field to explore 

the relations among different diseases so that the data can be used as the reference for the future 

prevention treatment. Ji et al. [5] adopt the data mining technology to construct the knowledge 

management system for the classification of the hospital diseases. Molina et al. [10] use the 

data mining technology to conduct the medical forecast for the patients who suffer from the 

tuberculosis. Regan et al. [11] use the association rules to find out the probability of the 

diseases. They used to adopt the association rules with composite items to discuss the relevance 

between the symptoms and the diseases. 

 

The clustering can cluster its objects in terms of the similarity. The research of the clustering is 

mainly as follows: the partitioning, the partitioning, the grid-based, the density-based,  

the model-based and others [9]. 

 

Berry and Linoff [2] used to describe that if people start to analyze the data, know about the 

meaning of the data and describe the best utility pattern, the cluster analysis is a better way.  

The research will modify the method of the partitioning clustering and then regard the modified 

method as the basis of the clustering diagnostic data. 

 

Some more famous methods of the partitioning clustering are partitioning around medoids 

(PAM) [4], k-means [8, 12] and CLARANS [1]. The k clusters 1k   appointed by the users 

can be clustered and the partitioning method can make each object be assigned to the most 

similar clustering. The clustering steps about the PAM algorithm are as follows: Kaufman and 

Rousseeuw [6] propose the PAM algorithm which can make the whole objects be clustered into 

k clusters. The PAM can make each cluster decide the representative objects, and representative 

objects can be called as k-medoids. If k-medoids are chosen, the objects which do not belong 
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to the medoid can be decided which cluster they belong to according to the similarity. Its 

similarity can be represented by the Euclidean distance.  ,  a bd O O represents the distance 

between aO  and aO .  

 

For example, iO  is the medoid and 
jO  is not the object of the medoid, if  

 

 ,  j id O O  = min{d(
jO ,   eO )}  

 

and eO  represents all medoids, 
jO  belongs to the iO  clustering. 

 

As for any 
jO  which does not belong to medoid, if the medoid iO  is replaces by hO  which 

does not belong to medoid, the definition of the changing cost 
jihC  is as follows: 

 

       ,    –   ,    jih j m j nC d O O d O O . (1) 

 

mO  shows that the medoid which has the maximum similarity (the shortest distance) with 
jO  

after the hO  replaces the iO . nO  shows that the medoid which has the most similarity  

(the shortest distance) with 
jO  before the hO  replaces the iO . 

 

ih jihTC C . (2) 

 

If  0ihTC  , the total distance is larger than before, the iO  can not be replaced by the   hO .  

 ihTC  is used as the measuring basis, the explanation of the PAM algorithm is as follows:  

1. Randomly choose k objects as medoids. 

2. As for all the combination between iO  and   hO , the ihTC  can be calculated.  

iO  represents any medoid, and hO  represents any objects which do not belong to the 

medoid. 

3. Choose the iO  whose ihTC  is the minimum value to combine with the   hO . If ihTC  < 

0, hO  can replace the iO  and become the medoid, later it can jump to the step 2. 

4. Otherwise the execution should be stopped and the clustering is finished. 

 

The research regards the patients’ each diagnostic data as the data mining source with the 

situation of the symptom weighted. The clustering technology is used to discuss the tendency 

of the diseases from the patients’ symptoms. The form of the diagnostic data is  ,S D , S  is 

the set which includes one or more symptoms, D  is the set which includes one or more 

diseases. Each diagnostic data include the patients’ symptoms and the diseases. For example, a 

diagnostic data is  1      ,  T abc X , and its showing symptom is abc, its disease is X, that is, 

 , , \a b c S X D  . 

 

Mining the tendency of the diseases from the patients’ symptoms 
During the process of diagnosing the patients’ disease, the doctors hope to know about the 

relevance between the symptoms and disease. As for the uncommon or unique symptoms, the 
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weighted value of these symptoms can be improved so that it can easily become the affected 

symptoms. Later the relevance between the symptoms and the diseases can be found out which 

can be the basis on mining the tendency of the diseases from the patients’ symptoms. The paper 

uses the patients’ each diagnostic data as the data mining source and each diagnostic data 

include the patients’ symptoms and the diseases. A patient’s symptom is as the target under the 

situation of the symptom weighted, the clustering method can be used to dig the tendency of 

the diseases from the patients’ symptoms. 

 

The clustering method 
The paper defines the diagnostic data and the symptom similarity among central points, the 

similarity is as the basis on whether the diagnostic data belong to the clusters. 

 

The symptom’s number of the symptom similarity

   diagnostic data clustering center pointss    / The symptom’s number  

 diagnostic data clustering center points  . 

 

For example, if each diagnostic data is  ,  abc X  and the clustering center point is  acde , 

 ,   ,   ,   ,  a b c d e  is the set of the symptoms,  ,  X Y  is the set of the diseases, so the symptom 

similarity is 40%. 

 

If the patients’ symptom is P , P  is the item set which contains a or more symptoms 

considering the situation of the symptom weighted. If P  contains k symptoms, 

1 2,   ,   ,   ,   ,  j ks s s s   respectively, 1k   represents and the corresponding weighted value is 

shown by 
1 2,   ,   ,   ,   ,  j kw w w w  . The calculating method of the ’sP  symptom weighted 

similarity is as follows:  

 

 = 0;  0;  w j   (3) 

for   1;   ;  i i k i    (4) 

if     diagnostic data clustering center points js    (5) 

then   ;   1;  iw w w j j     (6) 

;     
w

w
j

  (7) 

the symptom weighted similarity 
   1

  .
k

i

ws w s


   (8) 

 

For example, P  includes 3 symptoms abc, the weighted value of the abc, is respectively 

represented by 1, 2 and 3. 2.5 sws    is because that {diagnositic data  clustering center 

points} = {bc}, j = 2, w = 5/2 = 2.5. The paper assumes a minimum symptom similarity and P  

is the patient’s symptom, the subset of P  is represented by  

 

 1 2,   ,   ,   ,  jS s s s P  ,    iS  P.  
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A simple and rapid clustering method is designed in the paper,   ,is  is the central point of a 

cluster and is the same cluster whose diagnostic data  jT is satisfied with the minimum symptom 

similarity. It is called Si-cluster. 1 j m  , represents the m diagnostic data. 

 

The process of the clustering is as follows:  

 

Clustering(P){ (9) 

Calculate the subset P:  1 2,   ,   ,   ,   ,jS s s s P    (10) 

for ( 1 ;   ;  j j m j   ) (11) 

while (S  ) { (12) 

Select the next is  and set the cluster as the central points; 
 

Calculate the symptom similarity s between the diagnostic data iT  and the 

central points of the clusters. 
 

According to the weighted values of all symptoms in P, the weighted symptom 

similarity ws  are calculated. 
 

If  ws   the minimum symptom similarity, then 
j iT S -cluster (13) 

}  

} 

 

If the mining symptom is ab, the weighted value of a, b is respectively 2 and 1.  ,   ,  S a b ab ,

  ,a b  and ab  is respectively the central points of the cluster. If the diagnostic data 1T  is 

 ,  acd XY  and the symptom is acd, the diseases XY .  

 

If the similarity of the minimum symptoms is 50%, 1T  belongs to a-cluster. According to the 

above clustering steps, the diagnostic data which satisfies with the minimum symptom 

similarity to the Si belongs to iS -cluster.  

 

The calculations are as follows: The ratio value in all diseases is equal to the number of diseases 

happened in the iS -cluster/the number of the diagnostic data included in the iS -cluster. 

 

The above calculation is used as the basis on digging the tendency of the diseases from the 

symptom P. For example, the maximum ratio values in the iS -cluster can be found out.  

The tendency of the diseases from the symptoms P is defined as follows: the diseases whose 

ratio values are the maximum can be found out in each iS -cluster. The number of these diseases 

can be accumulated. The disease whose number is the maximum is the tendency of the diseases 

from the symptom P. As for the diseases which have the maximum numbers, they can be the 

most possible tendency of the diseases. Other diseases of the ratio values or other accumulated 

number of diseases can be adopted. Both of them can be used as the referent basis on knowing 

about the tendency of the diseases suffering from the symptom. In this way, the extension of 

suffering from the diseases can be increased. 
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The explanation of the examples 
The example explains the process of digging the tendency of the diseases from the symptom 

with the clustering based on the patients’ weighted symptoms. Table 1 present the diagnostic 

data D, including 6 diagnostic data, where 

 {a, b, c, d, e} is the set of the symptoms,  

 {X, Y, Z} is the set of the diseases and  

 {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6} is the set of the diagnostic data.  

 

If the mining patients’ symptom is being, the symptom’s weighted value is 1 and 2 and the 

minimum symptom similarity is 60%. 

 

Table 1. The diagnostic data D 

The number  

of the diagnostic  

data 

The  

symptoms 

The  

diseases 

T1 abd X 

T2 abce Y 

T3 bce XY 

T4 ab YZ 

T5 ae X 

T6 abe XY 

 

At first, the subset of the patient’s symptom be is  ,   ,   ,b e be  ,  b e  and be  is the central points 

of the cluster respectively. After calculating the algorithm Clustering(be), the following cluster 

can be obtained: 
 

b-cluster =   , (14) 

e-cluster = {T3, T5, T6}, (15) 

be-cluster is {T2, T3, T5, T6}. (16) 

 

The maximum diseases in all clusters are as follows: 
 

b-cluster: , (17) 

e-cluster: disease X, (18) 

be-cluster: disease X, Y. (19) 

 

The number of all diseases is as follows:  

 

The number of the disease X is 2, the number of the disease Y is 1 and the tendency of the 

disease from the patients’ symptom is X.  

 

The calculation without the symptom weighted can obtain that the be-cluster is {T3, T5} and the 

tendency of the disease from the patients’ symptom be is X or Y. Therefore, the symptom 

weighted mining by the medical profession can feature the tendency of the disease from the 

patients’ symptom without the weight. 
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The establishment of the diagnostic system for the patients’ diseases 
The research designs and builds the diagnostic system for the patients’ diseases and the  

Table 2 is the development platform of the system. 

 

Table 2. The development platform of the system 

The operating system  Windows XP Professional Edition 

CPU Intel Core i7 CPU 3GHz 

The main memory 3 GB SDRAM 

The designing language ASP, VB Script, Java Script 

The data base Microsoft Access2007 

 

The patients in a hospital each medical diagnostic data for example, diagnostic data from 

2016/7/1 to 2016/7/7, a total of 6350 cases, as the system data sources, the diagnostic data in 

front of 6000 pen as the training data, and in the last 350 diagnostic data as verification data for 

mining computation. Fig. 1 is the original data of the diagnostic data, the original data in 

patients of each medical treatment for a record store, every diagnostic data includes medical 

treatment “type” and “symptoms” and “disease” data. 
 

The symptom description and the names of the diseases in the diagnostic data must be encoded 

respectively, the name of the disease can use the ICD-10-CM code (The International 

Classification of Disease, 10th Revision, and Clinical Modification) to encode. Some more 

important words of the symptoms can be chosen out from the symptom descriptions and be 

encoded, and it can be respectively encoded with the S0001, S0002, S0003 and others.  

In Fig. 2, the disease code and the symptom code after being coded replace the name of the 

diseases and the symptom description in the original diagnostic data. 

 

The research regards 6000 diagnostic data as the mining training data so that it can find out the 

tendency of the diseases from the symptom. The implementation of digging the training data is 

as follows: the digging symptoms can be input in the segments of the patients’ symptoms in the 

Fig. 3 and the weighted value can be set, the minimum symptom similarity  

is 60%. The segment in the tendency of the diseases can show the mining results as shown in 

the Fig 4. 

 

The research regards the remaining 355 diagnostic data as the digging verifying data, evaluating 

the efficiency of the digging results in the former training data. The paper adopts the digging to 

execute the picture from the remaining 355 diagnostic data. The symptoms appearing in these 

diagnostic data can be input and the tendency of the diseases from the symptom can be found 

out. Later, check whether the diseases in these diagnostic data are the tendency of the disease. 

If so, the definition of the diagnostic data can respond the tendency of the diseases. If no, the 

definition of the diagnostic data can not respond the tendency of the diseases.  

 

The Fig. 5 can evaluate the number of the diagnostic data with the tendency of the diseases 

under the different number of the diagnostic data. The system can respond the tendency of the 

diseases under the high ratio value. If the medical professor sets the symptom weight, the 

responded number can be improved. 
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Fig. 3 Execution interface of data mining  

disease symptom concealment disease tendency 

 

 

Fig. 4 Result interface of data mining  

disease symptom concealment disease tendency 

 

 

Fig. 5 The number of diagnostic data that is prone to disease progression 
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Conclusion and future research directions 
The medical data can record the clinic departments, the symptom statements of the patients, the 

Chinese name of the diseases, its corresponding ICD-10-CM code, prescription drugs and other 

data when the patient sees the doctor. The clinic data hide the diagnostic capacity, experience 

and knowledge of the diseases. If they can be managed and applied, the people can check the 

symptom has the disease and some useful referent information can be offered. The paper 

regards the diagnostic data as the data mining source, a patient’s symptom as the mining target 

and designs a clustering method. The mining results can receive the efficiency of treatment and 

can offer some useful referent information and efficiency. The research uses the PAM algorithm 

as the main reference and the modified methods. The following research directions are as 

follows: 

(1) Discuss the difference and efficiency between the research and other clustering 

methods, such as k-means, CLARANS and others. 

(2) Discuss the feasibility and effectiveness of the topic with the use of other data mining 

technologies, such as the association rules. 

(3) Discuss the effectiveness of a clinic department. 

(4) Improve the reliability and kindness of the operation in the system and promote the 

usefulness of the actual application.  

(5) Improve the mining methods designed in the research and promote the executing 

efficiency of the mining. 
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